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Income and Expenditure Account. The following Carried forward,
The preliminary paper on this subjectf gave the results of a single experiment, and approximately accounted for them by a mathematical theory of the reflexion and interference phenomena involved.
Since the publication of that paper the question of disturbances has been investigated, the experimental conditions improved, and various results obtained in confirmation of the original conclusions.
These matters form the subject of the present communication.
The apparatus employed for observing the interference phenomena is diagrammatically represented in fig. 1 and explained in the notes accompanying it.
In Experiment Y II the electrometer was placed at H H ' instead of EE', its usual position. In Experiments V III and IX two electro meter needles were used, their respective attachments being at FE' and H H'.
The lengths of SAM and MD, and the special construction of the abnormal part will be specified as required in the course of the paper when reference is made to the figure.
In the former pap erf it was shown that in the case of a train of electrical waves advancing along th<j secondary from AA' towards DD' fig. 1 , we have the following phenomena:-(1.) A partial reflexion at BBf, the beginning of the abnormal p a rt; (2.) A partial reflexion at CO', the end of the abnormal p a rt; and (3.) Interferences between the two sets of waves proceeding from BB' and CC' respectively.
* The references given in the abstract of this paper (''Proceedings, ' vol. 55, p. 350) 
